The purpose of this research is to enhance an HMM-based named entity recognizer in the biomedical domain. First, we analyze the characteristics of biomedical named entities. Then, we propose a rich set of features, including orthographic, morphological, part-of-speech and semantic trigger features. All these features are integrated via a Hidden Markov Model with back-off modeling. Furthermore, we propose a method for biomedical abbreviation recognition and two methods for cascaded named entity recognition. Evaluation on the GENIA V3.02 and V1.1 shows our system achieves 66.5 and 62.5 F-measure respectively and outperforms the previous best published system by 8.1 F-measure on the same experimental setting. The major contribution of this paper lies in its rich feature set specially designed for biomedical domain and the effective methods for abbreviation and cascaded named entity recognition. To our best knowledge, our system is the first one that copes with the cascaded phenomena.
Introduction 1
Named Entity Recognition (NER) automatically identifies names in texts and classifies them into predefined classes. The NER task is defined by the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC), where the names of entities in the newswire domain, such as PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION and etc, are recognized. Recently, NER is strongly demanded in the biomedical domain with the exploding amount of biomedical literatures. It is a useful technique for many applications, such as text mining in the biomedical domain, bioinformatics tools, biomedical database building, etc. In the biomedical domain, not only the names of entities, such as protein, gene and virus, but also the names of some concepts, such as names of biomedical processes, need to be recognized.
In previous research work, many NER systems have been applied successfully in the newswire domain [1] [2] [3] . Recently, more and more explorations have been done to port existing NER systems into the biomedical domain [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Since most of the systems are evaluated on different training data, we can hardly make comparison. However, there is still some room for improvement based on the reported results of these systems.
In this paper, we will study how to adapt a general Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based named entity recognizer [1] to the biomedical domain. We specially explore various features for biomedical named entities and propose methods to cope with abbreviations and cascaded named entity phenomena. As a result, various features (orthographic, morphological, part-of-speech and head noun trigger features) and methods (an abbreviation recognition algorithm and two cascaded named entity recognition methods) are integrated in our system. The experiment shows that our system significantly outperforms the previous best published system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summaries special characteristics of biomedical named entities. In Section 3, we provide detailed description of our HMM-based named entity recognition model and present various methods for abbreviation recognition and cascaded named entity recognition. In Section 4, the rich feature set is described in detail. In Section 5, we show our experimental configurations and various experimental results. Section 6 presents the related work. Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude this thesis with future work.
Characteristics of Biomedical Named Entities 2
Since named entity recognition in the newswire domain is successful and mature, people may ask what else can be done in the biomedical domain and what difference exists between the two domains. In order to answer these questions, we study the special characteristics of various biomedical named entities to get a clear understanding before bringing out our solutions. In summary, biomedical named entities have following special characteristics:
1. Biomedical named entities often have pre-modifiers, e.g. activated B cell lines, and are sometimes very long, e.g. 47 kDa sterol regulatory element binding factor. Such specialty highlights the difficulty for identifying the boundary of a named entity.
2. Two or more biomedical named entities can share one head noun by using the conjunction or disjunction construction, e.g. 91 and 84 kDa proteins. It is hard to resolve such phenomenon. 3 . One biomedical named entity may have various forms, e.g. N-acetylcysteine, N-acetylcysteine, NAcetylCysteine, etc. Especially, the capitalization information may not be so useful in this domain, since the use of capitalization is casual. Since abbreviations carry less information than their full forms, it is more difficult to classify them.
These above factors make NER in the biomedical domain difficult. Therefore, it is necessary to explore rich features and effective methods to deal with the special characteristics in the biomedical domain. Orthographic features are designed to capture word formation information, such as capitalization, digitalization and their combinations. Orthographic information have been widely used in NER, such as [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] and [9] . Generally, orthographic features are manually designed and aim to group words by similar formations. In the biomedical domain, orthographic features are likely to be served as indicators of unknown words, such as unknown abbreviations.
Feature Set
For example, suppose "IL-2" is in the training data, but "IL-12" is not. Fortunately, we can guess that "IL-12" is similar to "IL-2" based on their orthographic features. In our work, we manually design orthographic features based on the characteristics of biomedical names. Table 1 shows the list of orthographic features by the descending order of priority.
From Morphological information, such as prefix and suffix, is considered as an important cue for terminology identification. In our system, we use a statistical method to get the most frequent 100 prefixes and suffixes from the training data as candidates. Then, each of these candidates is evaluated according to the Eq. (1).
Eq. (1) in which, #INi is the number that the prefix/suffix i occurs within NEs; #OUTi is the number that the prefix/suffix i occurs out of named entities; Ni is the total number of the prefix/suffix i.
Eq. (1) assumes that the particular prefix/suffix, which is most likely inside and least likely outside named entities, may be thought useful. The candidates with Wt above a certain threshold (0.7 in our experimentation) are selected. Then, we calculate the frequency of each prefix/suffix in each entity class and group the prefixes/suffixes with the similar distribution among entity classes into one feature. This is because prefixes/suffixes with the similar distributions have similar contributions, and it avoids suffering from data sparseness problem. Some of morphological features are listed in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , the suffixes ~cin, ~mide, ~zole are grouped into one feature sOOC because they all have high frequencies in the entity class OTHER-ORGANIC-COMPOUND and relatively low frequencies in the other entity classes. In our work, totally 37 prefixes and suffixes were selected and grouped to 23 features. In the previous NER in the newswire domain, part-of-speech (POS) features are proven useless, as POS features may affect the use of some important capitalization information [1] . However, the capitalization information in the biomedical domain is not as useful as it in the newswire domain. Moreover, since many biomedical named entities are descriptive and long, identifying entity boundary is not a trivial task. As a syntactical feature, POS tagging can help to capture the noun phrase region. Therefore, it is useful for biomedical NER, based on the assumption that a named entity is more likely to be a noun phrase.
Part
In our work, we adapt a HMM-based POS tagger to the biomedical domain by using GENIA corpus as the training data. The POS tagger achieves the precision of 97.37 using 80% of GENIA V2.1 corpus (536 abstracts, 123K words) as training data and the rest 20% (134 abstracts, 29K words) as test data. In our NER system, each word is assigned a POS feature by this POS tagger.
Semantic Trigger Features
We design semantic trigger features to indicate certain entity classes based on the semantic information. Trigger words are key words inside or outside of named entities. Initially, we collected two types of semantic triggers: head noun triggers and special verb triggers.
Head Noun Triggers (F hnt )
The head noun is the main noun or noun phrase of some compound words and describes the function or the property, e.g. "B cells" is the head noun for the named entity "activated human B cells". Compared with the other words in named entities, the head noun is a much more decisive factor for distinguishing entity classes. For instance,
<OTHER-NAME>IFN-gamma treatment</OTHER-NAME> <DNA>IFN-gamma activation sequence</DNA>
Both of the instances above begin with the "IFN-gamma" with only a difference in head nouns, "treatment" and "sequence". These two biomedical named entities belong to two different classes: OTHER-NAME and DNA. This example implies that no matter how many similar expressions are within entities, entity classes are normally determined by head nouns.
In our work, we extract unigram and bi-grams head nouns automatically from the training data, and rank them by their frequencies. According to the experiment, we select 60% of top ranked head nouns as trigger features for each entity class. Some examples are shown in Table 3 .
In the future application, we may also extract head nouns from public resources.
Special Verb Triggers (F svt )
Besides collecting trigger words inside named entities, such as head noun triggers, we can also use trigger words from the local context of named entities. Recently, some frequent verbs in MEDLINE have been proven useful for extracting interactions between biomedical entities, e.g. the protein-protein interactions [12] [13] . Therefore, we have intuition that particular verbs may also be useful for biomedical NER. For instance, the verb "bind" often indicates the interaction between proteins.
In our work, we selected 20 most frequent verbs which occur adjacent to named entities from the training data automatically as the verb trigger features, which are shown in Table 4 . 
Methods

HMM-based Named Entity Recognizer
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a statistical method. In the past fifteen year, HMM has been successfully used in a wide range of applications, such as speech recognition and natural language processing. In HMM, a sequence of outputs is generated in addition to a Markov state sequence. It is a latent variable model in the sense that only the output sequence is observed while the state sequence remains "hidden".
In name entity recognition, the input word sequence, e.g. sentence, can be regarded as the observation sequence and the output tag sequence is the optimal state sequence corresponding to the observed word sequence.
In our work, the name entity recognizer is adapted from the previous work, the HMM-based Named Entity Recognizer on MUC [1] . The core technique is a Hidden Markov Model described as follows.
The name entity recognizer tries to find the most likely tag sequenceT t for a given sequence of tokens that maximizes . In the token sequence , the token is defined as , where is the word and is the feature set corresponding to the word . The feature set is introduced in Section 3. In the tag sequenceT , each tag t is structural and consists of three parts: the boundary category, the entity class and the feature set.
The boundary category indicates whether the word itself is a named entity, or the word is at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a named entity. The entity class consists of a NOT-1 12
NAME class and a predefined set of entity classes. The feature set is added in order to represent more accurate models.
In the model, can be represented as:
The second term of the right-hand side of equation Eq. (2) is the mutual information between T and O . We assume mutual information independence:
Eq. (3) Applying equation Eq. (3) to equation Eq. (2), we have:
The first term in the equation Eq. (4) can be computed by applying chain rules. Each tag is assumed to be probabilistically dependent on the N-1 previous tags in the N-gram modeling.
The second term is the sum of log probabilities of all the tag instances. Ideally, the third term can be estimated by the forward-backward algorithm recursively [14] . For efficiency, an alternative back-off modeling approach by means of constraint relaxation was applied in our model [1] . It enables the decoding process effectively find a near optimal frequently occurred pattern entry in determining the tag probability distribution of the current word.
The Viterbi algorithm [15] is implemented to find the most likely tag sequence in the state space of the possible tag distribution based on the state transition probabilities. Meanwhile, some constraints on the boundary category and entity category between two consecutive tags are applied to filter the invalid name tags.
Method for Abbreviation Recognition
4.2
Abbreviations are widely used in the biomedical domain. Therefore, it is important to resolve this problem in the biomedical domain.
In our current system, we incorporate a method to classify an abbreviation by mapping the abbreviation to its full form. This approach is based on the assumption that it is easier to classify the full form than its abbreviation. In most cases, this assumption is valid because the full form has more information than its abbreviation to capture its entity class. Moreover, if we can map the abbreviation to its full form, the recognized abbreviation is also helpful for classifying the same forthcoming abbreviations within the current document.
In practice, the abbreviation and its full form often occur simultaneously with parenthesis when an abbreviation first appears in biomedical documents. There are often two cases:
1. full form (abbreviation)
abbreviation (full form)
Most patterns conform to the first case and if the content inside the parenthesis consists of more than two words, the second case is assumed [16] .
In these two cases, the use of parenthesis is both evidential and confusing. On one hand, it is evidential because it indicates the mapping of an abbreviation to its full form. On the other hand, it is confusing because it makes the annotation more complicated and inconsistent.
Sometimes, an abbreviation and its full form are annotated separately, such as
<CELL-TYPE>human mononulear leukocytes</CELL-TYPE>(<CELL-TYPE>hMNL</CELL-TYPE>),
and sometimes, they are all embedded in a whole entity, such as
<OTHER-NAME>leukotriene B4 (LTB4) generation</OTHER-NAME>.
Therefore, parenthesis needs to be treated specially. In this paper, we develop an abbreviation recognition algorithm described in Figure 1 .
In the preprocessing stage, we remove the abbreviation and parentheses from the sentence, where an abbreviation is first defined. This measure will make the annotation simpler and the recognizer more effective. Then, we determine which case the abbreviation definition belongs to and record the original positions of the abbreviation and parentheses.
After applying our named entity recognizer to the sentence, we restore the abbreviation and parentheses to the recorded positions. Next, the abbreviation is classified based on the two priorities (from high to low): the class of its full form and the class of the abbreviation itself identified by the recognizer. Finally, the same abbreviations in the rest sentences of the current document are assigned the same entity class.
Methods for Cascaded Named Entity Recognition
4.3
As mentioned in Section 2, cascaded-annotation is a special problem in biomedical NER. For instance, "<CELL-LINE><VIRUS>HTLV-I</VIRUS>-infected cord blood lymphocytes </CELL-LINE>" belongs to the class CELL-LINE and embeds a virus name "HTLV-I". In cascaded named entity recognition, we shall recognize both the embedded and the longest named entities. However, people currently care more about the longest named entities for two reasons. First, the longest named entities are more likely to be the subjects that people want to study. Second, they keep all information about the embedded named entities. Therefore, whether tagging the embedded named entities or not depends on user requirements under different circumstances. In our work, we propose two approaches: a post-processing rule-based cascaded recognition approach and an HMM-based cascaded recognition approach.
Post-Processing Rule-based Cascaded Recognition Approach
The post-processing rule-based approach aims to recognize the longest named entities. In the previous non-cascaded recognition, the named entity recognizer may fail to recognize some of the longest named entities, since it sometimes recognizes embedded named entities. For example:
… cocultured with a bone marrow-derived stromal cell line revealed … tissue cell_line
In the above case, the previous system recognizes the embedded TISSUE "bone marrow", while we prefer to recognize the entity CELL-LINE. The possible reason for this kind of cases is that the embedded name may be an entity itself and contains features to be recognized. In the above example, the word "marrow" is a head noun for TISSUE, thus "bone marrow" is likely to be recognized as the entity TISSUE. Although "cell line" is a head noun for CELL-LINE, the context is too long to capture.
We propose a post-processing rule-based approach to deal with these cases. The main idea is that we develop a set of patterns which help recognize the longest named entities based on the embedded ones. From GENIA corpus annotation, we collect four basic patterns of cascaded named entities. In addition, we also extend the patterns by combining the basic ones iteratively as shown in Table 5 .
Based on these patterns, we can construct a rule set automatically from the training corpus. Table 6 shows some post-processing rules.
After named entity recognition by our recognizer, we get an initial result. Then, we develop a post-processing procedure by applying the rules above to the initial result. For example, given the initial result "a <PROTEIN>Myc-associated zinc finger protein</PROTEIN> binding site is one of …", the post-processing procedure finds that it matches the rule "<DNA> = <PROTEIN> binding site". After post-processing, the final result turns to "a <DNA>Myc-associated zinc finger protein binding site</DNA> is one of …". In this way, we are able to recognize the longest named entity.
In addition, the post-processing rules are applied iteratively until no new match can be found. 
HMM-based Cascaded Recognition Approach
Besides the post-processing rule-based approach, we also propose an HMM-based cascaded recognition approach to recognize named entities with cascaded-annotation. The HMM-based cascaded recognition approach starts from the shortest embedded named entity and extends to the longer named entity iteratively.
We train two HMM models in this approach. The first model is our named entity recognizer, which is mainly to recognize short embedded named entities. Besides this, we also train another HMM model to iteratively extend the short entities. To train this iterative model, we use the cascaded-annotations of the GENIA corpus and transform them into a new training data set. For example:
<DNA><PROTEIN>Myc-associated zinc finger protein<PROTEIN> binding site</DNA>
<DNA> [PROTEIN] binding site</DNA>
We substitute a class-representing token "[PROTEIN]" for the embedded name of protein.
After this transformation, all cascaded-annotated entities in the training data become noncascaded. We train a HMM model on this training data as a cascaded recognition model.
Intuitively, the HMM model captures local context information more easily than long context information. Some long cascaded named entities may be difficult to be recognized in one pass as shown in the previous section. We hope that they can be recognized by two or more iterations if they are missed in the first pass. Therefore, we can use the same HMM method iteratively and do not need any post-processing step. One limitation of this approach may be that the following iterations rely on the first recognition pass. In an ideal situation, if the performance is high in the first pass, the longer named entities are likely to be recognized. In our work, we just concern about the performance of the longest named entities, so that the evaluation is conducted on them.
The algorithm of the HMM-based cascaded recognition approach is shown in Figure 2 .
In addition, we also generalize the model to a recursive process which recognizes all levels of the cascaded named entities, i.e. not only the longest named entities but also the embedded ones. The algorithm for this generalized method is shown in Figure 3 .
Experiments 5
GENIA Corpus
Currently, the GENIA corpus 1 is the largest annotated text resource in the biomedical domain available to public [17] . The annotation of the biomedical named entities is based on the GENIA ontology. In our task, we recognize 22 distinct entity classes 2 defined in the GENIA ontology, 
including MULTI-CELL, MONO-CELL, VIRUS, BODY-PART, TISSUE, CELL-TYPE, CELL-COMPONENT, CELL-LINE, OTHER-ARTIFICIAL-SOURCE, PROTEIN, PEPTIDE, AMINO-ACID-MONOMER
Experimental Results
5.2
The performance of our system is evaluated using "precision/recall/F-measure", in which "precision" is calculated as the ratio of the number of correctly found named entities to the total number of named entities found by our model; "recall" is calculated as the ratio of the number of correctly found named entities to the number of true named entities; and "F-measure" is defined by Formula f2.
2 precision recall F measure precision recall
We conduct experiments for the biomedical NER on the both GENIA V1.1 and V3.02. For the GENIA V1.1, we split the corpus into a training set of 590 abstracts and a test set of 80 abstracts. We keep the same training/test ratio as [4] in order to make comparisons. For the GENIA V3.02, the 2000 abstracts are split to a training set of 1920 abstracts and a test set of 80 abstracts. The test set is the same as the test set for the GENIA V1.1. In summary, the setting for the biomedical NER is shown in Table 7 .
On the GENIA V1.1, our system (62.5 F-measure) outperforms [4] (54.4 F-measure) by 8.1 F-measure. It probably benefits from the rich features and the effective methods proposed.
Furthermore, as expected, the performance on the GENIA V3.02 (66.5 F-measure) is better than that on the V1.1 (62.5 F-measure).
Besides the overall performance, we also evaluate performances of all the entity classes, which are shown in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , we can find that the performances vary a lot among the different entity classes. It is probably due to two reasons. and etc, lack enough data to achieve acceptable performances.
Furthermore, in order to evaluate the contributions of the different features, we evaluate our system using the different combinations of the features. The results are shown in Table 8 .
From Table 8 , several findings are concluded:
1) Based on the orthographic feature (F o ), our system achieves a basic level performance of 29.4 F-measure. In MUC-7 task, performance can reach 77.6 F-measure by using the orthographic feature only [1] . It suggests that in the biomedical domain the orthographic feature is not so informative.
2) The morphological feature (F m ) leads to the positive effect by +2. In order to evaluate our proposed methods for abbreviation and cascaded named entity recognition, we make further experiments based on the four features which lead to the best performance as shown above. The results are summarized in Table 9 .
First, we evaluate the contribution of the abbreviation recognition method. The result shows that the method leads to an improvement on F-measure by 1.2 based on the best combination of features F o +F m +F pos +F hnt (4F). The reason why the improvement is not so significant is that our abbreviation recognition method mainly relies on the recognition of its full form. Once the full form is wrongly recognized, all abbreviations can be wrong altogether. However, the principle of the method is reasonable and the result is positive. Our abbreviation recognition method provides an effective and reasonable solution when domain-specific abbreviation dictionaries are not available.
Furthermore, we evaluate the two approaches for cascaded named entity recognition proposed in section 4.3. Using post-processing rule-based cascaded recognition approach, we get a significant improvement by 3.5 F-measure. Another approach, the HMM-based cascaded recognition approach, also leads to a positive effect of +1.2 F-measure. We can find that the post-processing rule-based approach outperforms the HMM-based approach. It is probably because we do not have enough training data with the cascaded annotation for the HMM-based approach to get a reliable performance. However, the HMM-based approach is more general and can be enhanced when we have more training instances with the cascaded annotation.
Related Work 6
This section presents a review of the recent literatures on the biomedical named entity recognition. We group them into rule-based and machine learning-based approaches.
Rule-based Approaches
As for rule-based approaches, the representative research efforts include [10] , [11] and [9] .
[10] propose a method called PROPER (Protein Proper-noun phrase Extracting Rules), which attempts to identify protein names from biomedical documents based on surface clues of character strings, such as the presence of upper cases and special characters. They summarize the nomenclature of the protein names into three categories based on the surface characteristics of word. Their system is evaluated on 30 annotated MEDLINE abstracts on SH3 domain and achieves the precision of 91.90% and the recall of 93.32%.
[11] detect gene names in biomedical documents based on lexical and morphological information. They make use of a finite state-based tagger to conduct the lexical and morphological analysis of each word in the first level. The tagger tokenizes the sentences, conducts a lexical lookup to process the morphological analysis and performs the part-of-speech tagging. Each word in the sentence is given various tags and a special flag. The tags include noun, proper noun and abbreviation, etc. The special flag indicates whether the word matches a known word or is "guessed". Based on the tags and the special flag, they build a series of rules including recovery rules, algorithmic rules and contextual rules. Their system achieves the precision of 91.4% and the recall of 94.4% on a small corpus (1200 sentences) from FlyBase.
However, they find that when they apply the system to a larger corpus (25,000 MEDLINE abstracts) and evaluate the performance by sampling, the precision is reduced to around 70%. Their system is applied in two projects: extraction of information about enzymes and metabolic pathways (EMPathIE) and extraction of information about protein structure (PASTA). The
EMPathIE system is designed for 10 named entity classes, such as compound, element, enzyme, etc., and achieves the precision of 86% and the recall of 68% on 6 full journal articles. The PASTA system is designed for 13 named entity classes, such as protein, species, residue, etc., and achieves the precision of 94% and the recall of 88% on 52 MEDLINE abstracts.
Although these rule-based systems seem quite promising, it is costly to adapt them to new entity classes in the biomedical domain. Once a new entity class is defined, a set of new rules has to be generated manually. Consequently, the more classes are, the more difficult to construct consistent rules. Moreover, up to now, the evaluations of these systems are only based on some small corpus. [11] report their system fails in a larger corpus. It seems that the rule-based system may not be robust and flexible.
Machine-Learning Approaches
Currently, the machine learning-based approaches become more and more popular in the biomedical named entity recognition. The typical works include [6] , [8] , [5] and [4] .
[6] try two classification methods and three identification methods for the biomedical named entity recognition. The first classification method induces a Naïve Bayes classifier using conditional probabilities between word and class from the distribution of words in pre-classified domain-specific word lists. The second classification method uses a decision tree approach which incorporates the feature sets of part-of-speech information, character type information and domain specific word lists. The three identification methods include shallow parsing, decision trees and statistical identification. The system recognizes 10 entity classes, such as protein, DNA, RNA, cell line, cell type, etc. They conduct a series of experiments by combination of each classification and identification method. The experiments show that by using both decision tree methods for classification and identification, they achieve the best F-measure of 56.98 to 66.24 on 100 manually annotated MEDLINE abstracts by 5-fold cross validation. The corpus is a preliminary version of the GENIA corpus.
[8] apply linear interpolating HMM for gene name recognition. They train the HMM entirely based on surface word and character information. The classes and the corpus are the same as those in [6] . The system achieves the F-measure of 72.8.
[5] do their experiment using SVM. The model incorporates surface word, orthographic feature and the class assignments of context words. The window size of context is -3 to +3. In their experiment, they find that part-of-speech features degrade the performance in their model.
The evaluation is also conducted on the same corpus as used in [6] and the F-measure is 71.78.
[4] also develop a system using SVM. To our knowledge, it is the earliest published work on the GENIA V1.1, which contains 670 MEDLINE abstracts and 24 named entity classes.
Compared with [6] , they make use of richer features, such as word feature, part-of-speech feature, prefix feature, suffix feature, previous class feature, word cache feature and HMM state feature.
They use a BIO (beginning/in/out of entity) representation to classify a word. Since SVM is a binary classifier, they use the pair-wise strategy to construct a multi-class classifier. In addition, Certainly, it is difficult to compare the various models because of the different experimental settings. Since [6] , [8] and [5] use the same class and corpus, we make a rough comparison among them. The results show that the HMM and the SVM outperform the decision tree and the performance of the HMM and the SVM are almost equivalent. The results also show that how to capture the useful information for domain-specific named entities and how to integrate them effectively in the model is crucial. In this respect, [8] only use the surface word and the character information, which may not be adequate for coping with the complicated biomedical named entities.
Conclusion 7
In the paper, we enhance a HMM-based biomedical named entity recognizer by studying various special phenomena, such as abbreviations, cascaded named entities and etc. We integrate rich features, such as the orthographic, morphological, part of speech and semantic information. In addition, we present an abbreviation recognition method to recognize the abbreviation according to its full form. We also present a post-processing rule-based cascaded recognition approach and an HMM-based cascaded recognition approach to extend the biomedical named entity recognition. To our best knowledge, our work is the first detailed research work to cope with the cascaded phenomena in the biomedical domain. Based on the rich features and the methods, our system is successfully adapted to the biomedical domain and achieves significantly better performance than the previous best published system. In the near future, further explorations can be made on the complicated constructions in the biomedical documents. One possible way is to develop some effective patterns for the conjunction and disjunction construction. In addition, existing public resources and databases can be integrated in our system. Basic patterns <NAME'> = <NAME> [head nouns] <NAME'> = [modifier] <NAME> <NAME'> = <NAME 1 > <NAME 2 > <NAME'> = <NAME 1 A Myc-associated zinc finger protein binding site is one of … Rule instance <PROTEIN> = <VIRUS> <PROTEIN> From pattern <NAME'> = <NAME 1 > <NAME 2 > Example Nevertheless, the simian EBV LMP1s retain most functions in … Rule instance <CELL-TYPE> = human <CELL-TYPE> From pattern <NAME'> = [modifier] <NAME> Example … suggests that human NK cells provide an effective … Rule instance <CELL-TYPE> = <VIRUS> -infected <CELL-TYPE> From pattern <NAME'> = <NAME 1 > [words] <NAME 2 > Example … p24 production by HIV -infected human macrophages when … Table 9 : Effectiveness of abbreviation recognition method and two cascaded named entity recognition methods for each sentence S i in the document{ if exist parenthesis{ judge the case of { "full form (abbr.)"; "abbr. (full form)"; } store the abbr. A and position P a to a list; record the parenthesis position P p; remove A and parenthesis from sentence; apply HMM-based named entity recognizer to S i ; restore A and parenthesis into P a , P p ; if P p within an identified named entity E with the class C E parenthesis is included in E; else{ parenthesis is not included; classify A to C E ; classify A in the rest part of document to C E ; } } else apply HMM-based named entity recognizer to S i ; } Figure 
